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The Hadamard product of two totally positive Toeplitz matrices M and N need 
not be totally positive. When only finitely many diagonals of M and of N are non- 
zero, preservation of total positivity by Hadamard product is essentially a theorem 
of Malo. Here we establish another suffkient condition for the preservation of total 
positivity: if both M and N are totally positive lower triangular Toeplitz matrices 
such that the value on the nth diagonal is a polynomial function of n, then the 
Hadamard product Mm N is totally positive. We use the characterization of the 
generating functions of Polya frequency sequences given by Aissen, Edrei, 
Schoenberg, and Whitney, and in the course of the proof we extend the concept of 
Sturm sequences, and develop some other results on polynomials with only real 
roots which are of independent interest. 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Total positivity of a matrix M has many applications, notably to 
stochastic processes and to the analysis of mechanical systems (after the 
definition has been suitably extended to the kernels K(s, t) of real integral 
operators). Recently, the relevance of total positivity to certain problems of 
combinatorial enumeration has come to light (see [4, 5, 7, 20-221). 
By the Binet-Cauchy formula it is easily seen that if A4 and N are both 
totally positive then their product MN is also totally positive. This is in 
marked contrast with the Hadamard product Me N of A4 and N, which 
need not be totally positive even when both A4 and N are. In combinatorial 
applications the Hadamard product often corresponds to a simple opera- 
tion (disjoint union, for example) on the structures in question. Thus it is 
useful to know under what conditions total positivity is preserved by 
Hadamard products. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem. (The relevant 
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definitions are given in Sections 1 and 2.) Applications of this result to 
combinatorics can be found in [7, 21, 221. 
THEOREM 0.1. Let a = (a,} N and b = (b,} N be two polynomial 
N-sequences such that the Toeplitz matrices Aa and Ab are both totally 
positive. Then the Hadamard product Aa l A?b is also totally positive, 
This theorem provides a positive answer to the question raised in 
Problems 1 and 2 in Section 4.7 of [4, 51, and [6]. 
We give an example to show that the hypothesis cannot be weakened to 
include N-indexed sequences which are merely eventually polynomial, 
although in the special case of finite sequences the analogous statement 
follows from a result of Malo, which in turn follows from a theorem of 
Schur (see [17] or Section 8.2 of [13]). 
By virtue of the characterization of totally positive Toeplitz matrices, due 
to Aissen, Edrei, Schoenberg, and Whitney, this theorem has the following 
equivalent formulation. Standard results on rational generating functions 
show that we may define a (nonlinear) operator Y+‘-: R[x] + R[x] by the 
rule f~ $+‘-A where 
THEOREM 0.2. Let f, g E R[x] be such that both Wf and Wg have 
all roots real and nonpositive. Then W(fg) also has all roots real and 
nonpositive. 
Our proof of this theorem is elementary, requiring little more than the 
Intermediate Value Theorem, and is in fact quite short once the necessary 
theory has been developed. The first step is to use the expression for the 
generating function of a polynomial N-sequence 
44= C f(nW=i-$ V(k) 
neN 
in which the operator b: R[x] + R[x] is defined by B(T) = xj and linear 
extension. One easily checks that for any f E R[x], the polynomial Wf is 
( - co, O]-rooted if and only if&f is [ - 1, O]-rooted. Next, we establish the 
identity 6(fg) = &f O&g, in which the “diamond product” is defined by 
poq=c (x ;, ;I’ xI WPW’qh 
IeN ” 
where D = d/dx is the differentiation operator. Consequently, the above 
theorems may be reformulated as follows. 
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THEOREM 0.3. Let f, ge R[x] be [ - 1, O]-rooted. Then the diamond 
product ,f 0 g is also [ - 1, O]-rooted. 
To prove this theorem we proceed by induction on the sum of the 
degrees of f and g. The formulae we derive in order to reduce 
deg f + deg g necessitate the consideration of f 0 g as the zeroth term in 
a Z-indexed sequence of polynomials {f 0,, g}, where the “shifted 
diamond products” f 0 n g are defined by formulae similar to that defining 
.f 0 IT. 
From this point onward we concentrate on conditions on a sequence of 
polynomiak f E R[x]” which enable us to prove by induction that all of 
the entries of the sequence have their roots confined to a fixed bounded 
interval [CC, /3]. 
Two results concerning real-rooted polynomials are of particular impor- 
tance. The first is a generalization of the old concept of Sturm sequences, 
and of the corresponding theorem which shows that all the polynomials in 
a Sturm sequence are real-rooted (Theorem 4.2). These generalized Sturm 
sequences provide the foundation for the argument which establishes the 
basis of induction in our proof of Theorem 0.3. The second major technical 
result we require is the “Box Lemma” (Theorem 5.4): this relates the loca- 
tion of roots of four [cr, fi]-rooted polynomials in a way which enables the 
induction step to proceed easily. In the course of proving Theorem 5.4 we 
establish a very useful characterization of those pairs of [cr, PI-rooted poly- 
nomials f; g for which the roots of .f alternate with those of g, which is of 
independent interest. 
The final ingredient in our proof is the definition of an echelon of poly- 
nomials. Informally, this is a sequence of polynomials f E iR[x]” the entries 
of which are [a, PI-rooted and satisfy some strong conditions on the loca- 
tion of their roots relative to one another. In particular, the roots off,, , 
alternate with those of f,, for all nE Z. The definition of an echelon of 
polynomials is merely a formalization of conditions satisfied by the 
sequence (f 0 ,I g} when f and g are [ - 1, O]-rooted, which are strong 
enough to sustain a proof by jnduction. Once the generalized definition of 
a Sturm sequence, the Box Lemma, and the definition of an echelon of 
polynomials are in place, the proof that (f 0, g} is a [ - 1, O]-echelon can 
be completed without difliculty. This implies Theorem 0.3. 
This paper comprises an abridged account of the analytic portion of the 
author’s thesis [21], to which we refer the reader for further results on 
real-rooted polynomials and on echelons of polynomials which are not 
directly relevant to Theorem 0.3. In particular, a very natural operation of 
transposition can be defined for sequences f E R[x]“, and the transpose of 
a sequence (f 0, g} is itself a [ - 1, O]-echelon, whenever .f and g are 
[ - 1, O]-rooted. 
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1. TOTALLY POSITIVE TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
We will not need much of the theory of total positivity, and will not 
attempt to convey the scope and character of this subject here, Karlin’s 
book [ 111 is a comprehensive reference; for the discrete case of matrices 
[3] is also good. 
Let M be a Z x E-indexed matrix of real numbers. M is totally positive, 
abbreviated TP, provided that every finite square submatrix N of A.4 has 
det N>O. 
Let a = {a,} be a Z-indexed sequence of real numbers. We say that a is 
N-indexed when a, = 0 for all n < 0, in which case we write a = (a,} N. We 
also say that a is finite if it is N-indexed and there is an NE N for which 
a,, = 0 for all n > N, in which case we write a = {a,,>:. 
The Toeplitz matrix of a = {a,, > is the Z x Z-indexed matrix Ma with 
entries defined by Aa, = ai- j for all i, j E E. The generating function of a 
(and of &a) is the formal series A(z)=C,,,, a,z”. 
A Pblya frequency sequence, abbreviated PF-sequence, is a sequence 
a= {a,} of real numbers for which the Toeplitz matrix &?a is TP. 
Some properties of a sequence a = (a,} which are perhaps more familiar 
follow from the property of being a PF-sequence. We say that a is 
logarithmically concave when ai > a,, _, a, + i for all n E E. We also say that 
a is unimodal if there is an m E Z for which a,, _ 1 < a,, for all n <m and 
an2an+l for all n > m. By considering the 2-by-2 minors of &a one sees 
that a PF-sequence a is nonnegative, log-concave, and has no internal 
zeros: if a,#0 and a,#0 with m<n then ak#O for all m<kkn. It 
follows that a is either unimodal or monotone. 
The generating functions A(z) of N-indexed PF-sequences were charac- 
terized in the series of papers Cl, 2, 8, 91, validating a conjecture of 
Schoenberg. We refer to this result as the Aissen-Edrei-Schoenberg- 
Whitney Theorem (AESW Theorem). Chapter 8 of [ll] contains proofs of 
this and of related results. 
THEOREM 1.1 (AESW Theorem). Let a = {a,], be an N-indexed 
sequence of real numbers. Then a is a PF-sequence if and only if the 
generating function A(z) has the form 
A(z) = c a,z”=tcz”eY’ kFN 5, 
nEN k 
where 6 Y, ak, Bk are real and nonnegative, m E N, and Eke N (tLk + Pk) 
converges. 
Two special cases of Theorem 1.1 are particularly important for our 
purposes. 
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A polynomial f E R[x] is standard if it is either 0 or its leading coef- 
ficient is positive. For any interval IC R, a polynomial f~ R[x] is said to 
be Z-rooted when either f = 0 identically or for all 5 E C, if f(t) = 0 then 
< E I. We also write “real-rooted” instead of “R-rooted” as it is more legible. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let a = {a,},N be a finite sequence of real numbers. 
Then the Toeplitz matrix &a of a is totally positive if and only if the 
generating function A(z) (which is a polynomial) is standard and (-CC, O]- 
rooted. 
A sequence a = (a,} N is a polynomial N-sequence if it is N-indexed and 
there is a polynomial f E R[x] such that a, = f (n) for all n E N. An even- 
tually polynomial N-sequence is an N-indexed sequence a = (a,} N for which 
there is an NE N and f E R[x] such that a, = f (n) for all n >, N. The degree 
of such a sequence (in either case) is deg a= deg f for the (unique) 
corresponding polynomial. 
Standard results on rational generating functions (cf. [ 181 or Section 4.3 
of [ 193) show that we may define a (nonlinear) operator $4’” from the set 
of eventually polynomial N-sequences to R[x] by the rule 
A(z)= c a,$‘= (1 T$?.,.. 
nsN z 
and that wa( 1) # 0, and that a is a polynomial N-sequence if and only if 
deg %‘“a $ deg a. Given f E R[x] we will abuse this notation by writing “lITf 
for the polynomial dir{ f(n)} N associated to the polynomial N-sequence 
{f(n)jN. Similarly, we will write k!f for the Toeplitz matrix, and F(z) for 
the generating function, of the polynomial N-sequence (An)} wI. 
Note that a finite sequence a = {a,) t is eventually polynomial of degree 
- 1 (which by convention is the degree of the zero polynomial), and that 
in this case wa(x) = A(x). Hence the previous corollary is a special case of 
the next one. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let a = {a,, > N be an eventually polynomial N-sequence. 
Then the Toeplitz matrix &?a of a is totally positive tf and only if Wa is 
standard and (- co, O]-rooted. 
2. HADAMARD AND DIAMOND PRODUCTS 
In this section we prove the equivalence of Theorems 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, 
and develop some formulae needed to prove Theorem 0.3. 
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Let M and N be two matrices of the same shape, with entries in the same 
ring. The Hadamard (or entry-wise) product of M and N is denoted by 
M* N, and has i, j-entry given by (M* N)ii = MUNij. Let ,4(z) = CncL a,z” 
and B(z)=C,,, b,z” be two formal series. The Hadamard (or coefficient- 
wise) product of A(z) and B(z) is (A * B)(z) = CneH a,b,z”. 
All the definitions relevant to Theorem 0.1 have now been explained, and 
Corollary 1.3 shows that Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 are equivalent. It is 
interesting to note that the hypothesis of Theorem 0.2 cannot be weakened 
to include merely eventually polynomial N-sequences, as the following 
example shows. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let a = (a,}, and b = (bn}N be the sequences with 
generating functions 
A(z)=z+z2+z3+ ... =z 
l-z 
and 
z+l 
B(z) = 1+ 42 + 92’ + 16z3 + . . . = ___ (1 -z)3’ 
respectively. Thus a is an eventually polynomial N-sequence and b is a 
polynomial N-sequence. From Corollary 1.3 it is clear that both a and b 
are PF-sequences. The Hadamard product of A(z) and B(z) is seen to be 
(A *B)(z) = B(z) - B(O) = z+ ;l-$z” =Z3 ,“:;4z 
and it follows from Corollary 1.3 that ab is not a PF-sequence. 
In order to prove Theorem 0.2 we will use the following expression for 
the generating function of a polynomial N-sequence. We denote by 
8: R[x] + R[x] the linear transformation given by a( ;) = xi and linear 
extension. Standard manipulations with geometric series yield the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let {f(n)> N be a polynomial N-sequence. Then 
F(z) = c f(n) zn =A &f (f-). nelhl 
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Comparing Proposition 2.2 with the definition of the operator W, we see 
that for any f~ R[x] we have Wj(z) = (1 - z)deg r &(z/( 1 - z)). Using this 
relationship the next result is immediate, and its proof is also omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For any f~ R[x], Wf is (- CO, O]-rooted if and onfy 
if 8f is [ - 1, O]-rooted. 
Corresponding to the Hadamard product of the Toeplitz matrices 4Zj 
and Ag, and to the Hadamard product of the generating functions F(z) 
and G(z), we want to express the polynomial b(fg) in terms of &” and &g. 
To do this we require the following well-known and easily established 
identities. 
LEMMA 2.4. For any i, j E N, 
(T)(T)=& (k-j, i+F-k, k-i)(Z)’ 
LEMMA 2.5. For any i, jg N, 
where t(,) = t(t - 1) . . . (t - I+ 1) is the ith falling factorial of t. 
DEFINITION 2.6. The diamond Product of polynomials p, q E R[x] is 
defined to be 
poq=c (x ;,:I x’ (D’p)uw 
IsN . 
where D = d/dx is the differentiation operator. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let f, g E R[x]. Then d( fg) = &‘f 0 bg. 
Proof. Let S=CiEN a,(;) and g=C,EN flj(T). Then 
fgzi 5, ‘iflj(:)(T) 
= 
i,zN ai”,5;, (k-j, i+,“-k, k-i)(Z)’ 
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‘(fg)= C ‘ifijkFN (k-j i+:-k, k-ijxk 
i,jeN 
=,sN xk 
k 
k-i, i+j-k, k-j aiPj 
Now we can rewrite part of the general term of this summation as 
1 ’ i ij 
(i+j)! 
x’D’xjDj(x + l)i+i= il x D x (x + l)i 
Substituting this into the expression for S(fg) gives 
(D%f)(D%g) 
This completes the proof. m 
Theorem 2.7 and Proposition 2.3 show that Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 are 
equivalent. The technical results required for our proof of Theorem 0.3 
constitute Sections 3, 4, and 5, while the proof itself appears in Section 6. 
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In order to prove Theorem 0.3 by induction on degf + deg g, we will 
need to express operations such as xf 0 g and f 0 xg in terms of opera- 
tions on f and g. For this purpose we must introduce the shifted diamond 
products. Parts (g) and (h) of Proposition 2.9 provide the reductions we 
require. 
DEFINITION 2.8. For each no Z define an R-bilinear mapping 
0,: R[x] x R[x] -+ R[x], called the nth shifted diamond product, by 
c (x+ lYx’+” 
fO,g= ICN 
! 
I!(l+n)! (w)(~‘+%) 
if n 3 0, 
c (x+ lFflx’ I~w (Z-n)! /! u?fw’g) if n GO. 
Clearly, the zeroth shifted diamond product 0, is just the diamond 
product 0 introduced in Definition 2.6. In algebraic formulae the shifted 
diamond products have a binding strength intermediate between addition 
and multiplication. Thus a formula such as a + bc V d is to be parsed as 
a + ((bc) 0 d). We leave to the reader the straightforward verification of 
the following facts. In particular, parts (g) and (h) follow immediately from 
the product rule for differentiation. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. For any f, g E: R [x] : 
(a) Each 0, is R-bilinear, and 0 is associative and commutative. 
(b) .fO,,g=O 
unless -deg f d n < deg g. 
(c) 10 g=n!-‘x”D”g 
jor all n > 0. 
(d) f 0,l =m!-‘(x+ l)“‘O”f 
foralln= -m<O. 
(4 fO,,g=x”f 
for g manic and n = deg g. 
(0 fO,tg=(x+l)“g 
for f manic and n = -m = -deg f. 
(Et) xf O.g=x(f O.g)+(x+l)(f On+, 8) 
for all n E H. 
(h) f o.xg=x(f o.g)+x(f o...,g) 
,for all n E Z. 
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3. ALTERNATING AND INTERLACING RENTS 
We now turn to consideration of the technical results required for our 
proof of Theorem 0.3. Results similar to and much more general than those 
presented here can be found in [12, 14-163. 
Let f~ iw[x]. Recall from Section 1 that for any interval Z of R, we say 
that f is Z-rooted if and only if either f is identically zero or for all 5 EC, 
if f(5) = 0 then 5 E I. Given two nonzero real-rooted polynomials J 
g E rW[x], let the roots of f be t1 < .. . ,< 5, and let those of g be 
ol< ... 6 8,. We say that f alternates left of g if and only if d = e and 
t,<e,<42<02< ..* 65dGfld. 
We also say that f interlaces g if and only if e = d + 1 and 
It will be useful to have the notations ‘r 4 g” for ‘;f alternates left of g” and 
“ff g” for “f interlaces g.” By convention we will say that for any real- 
rooted fczR[x] all of Oef, f$O, Otf, and f TO hold. Note that as a 
consequence of the definition f< g whenever deg f = deg g = 0, and that 
ftgwheneverdegf=Oanddegg=l. 
In this section we develop the fundamental properties of f 4 g, which 
will be used extensively in what follows. See Section 3.1 of [21] for a more 
thorough treatment of the properties off e g and f f’ g. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (Reversal). Let A gE R[x] be [a, B]-rooted. Then 
f +g ifand only if(x-cr)g<<(x-fi)J: 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (Separation). Let f, gE R[x] be real-rooted. Then 
f 4 g and g G f if and only if Af = pg for some I, p E R not both zero. 
Proof: It is immediate from the definitions that for nonzero f and g, 
f 4 g and g < f if and only if f and g have the same set of roots. From this 
the result follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.3 (Weak Transitivity). Let fin R[x] be real-rooted and 
nonzero for 1~ i < m and such that fi 4 fz + . . . 4 fm and fi 4 fm. Then 
f;4fifor a/l 1 <iGj<m. 
Proof: All fi have the same degree, say d. Let the roots of fi be 
{i,< . . . <<i, and consider any l<iij<m. Now for any l<k<d 
we have ri<<ri+“< . . . <l$, and if k,< d- I then also 5; <<F < 
5 :+i<(4:+i, so that fiefi as was to be proved. i 
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PROPOSITION 3.4 (Stability). Let f, g, h E R[x] be real-rooted, with h 
nonzero. Then fh G gh if and only if f $ g. 
Proof. The statement is trivial if either f or g is zero, so consider only 
the case f # 0 and g # 0. We use induction on deg h,. reducing immediately 
to the case degh=l. So let degh=l and h(q)=O, and let 5,< ... <4,, 
and 0, < . f 0, be the roots of .f and of g, respectively. If f G g then d = e 
and either PI E [ci, ei] for some 1~ id d or q E [0,, 4,+ 1] for some 0 < i< d, 
with the conventions that 8, = --cc and td+, = +I%. In the first case we 
have 
while in the second we have 
In either case it follows that fh < gh. The converse, that fh < gh implies 
j-4 g, is equally straightforward. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.5 (Convexity). Let f, g, hE R[x] be standard and 
real-rooted, with f nonzero. 
(a) If f < g and f 4 h then for all 2, p > 0 one has f 6 2.g + ph. 
(b) [f g<f and h$f then for all A, p>,O one has lg+ph+f. 
Proof. We will prove part (a); the proof of part (b) is similar. The 
statement is trivial if either g or h is zero, so consider only the case g # 0 
and h # 0. By Stability (3.4) it suffices to consider the case in which f and 
gcd(g, h) have no common roots. 
Now the proposition clearly holds when Ip = 0, so consider only the case 
Ap > 0. Since f and gcd(g, h) have no common roots and f $ g and f G h, 
all the roots of f must be simple: let them be 5, < . < &,. Now put 
p = Ag + ph where Ap > 0. It follows that ( - l)d-‘p(5,) < 0 for all 
i= 1, . . . . d, so by the Intermediate Value Theorem p has a root in each of 
the d- 1 intervals ({;, ti+ 1) for i = 1, . . . . d- 1. Furthermore, since p is 
standard and p(<d) < 0, p has another root in the interval (td, +x). 
Therefore p is real-rooted and f @p, as was to be shown. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.6 (Interpolation). Let A gE R[x] be standard, real- 
rooted, and with f 6 g. Then for all A, p 2 0 one has .f 4 Elf + pg < g. 
Proof The statement is trivial if either f or g is zero, so consider only 
the case f # 0 and g # 0. Now the statement is clear if Ap = 0, so consider 
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only the case Ap > 0. Put h = A. + pg. Since gcd(f, g) divides h, by Stability 
(3.4) it suffices to consider the case gcd(A g) = 1. Let the roots of f be 
r, G . ..~4~andletthoseofgbe8.< . . . < ed. In fact, since gcd(f; g) = 1 
and f << g, all these roots are distinct: e, < e1 < . . . < td < ed. Now, since f 
and g are standard, both (- 1)“-‘h(ei) > 0 and (- l)d-i h(ti) < 0 for all 
1 ,< i < d. Hence, by the Intermediate Value Theorem, h has a root in each 
of the d intervals (gi, Bi) for 1 < i,< d. But since h has degree d it follows 
that h is real-rooted and f 4 h <<g, as was to be shown. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.7 (Monotonicity). Let f; gE lR[x] be standard, real- 
rooted, with f < g, and let u, I, K, p 2 0 and put h, = Kf + xg and 
h, = Af + pg. If up 2 7tA then hl 4 h2. Furthermore, suppose also that p.f # ag 
for aN p, u E R not both zero. Then the converse holds: if h, -+ h, then 
up 3 712. 
ProoJ The statement is trivial if either f or g is zero, so consider only 
the case f#O and g#O. Now the statement holds trivially if either 
K + 72 = 0 or R + p = 0. In the remaining case we may assume without loss 
of generality that K + x= A + p = 1. Thus rep > zi is equivalent to K 2 1, 
and to n,<p. 
Suppose that rep 2 xR. Defining p = Af + zg we have f 6 p -% g by Inter- 
polation (3.6). Now we also have h, = (K - A) f + p and h2 = p + (p - n) g 
so that f 4 h, 4 p $ h2 4 g by Interpolation (3.6) again. Finally, since f + g 
we have h, 6 h2 by Weak Transitivity (3.3). 
Conversely, suppose that KP < ~1. By the first part of the proof this 
condition implies that h2 4 h,. The strict inequality implies that A > K and 
p <K. Now we claim that the condition that pf # og for all ~1, (T E R not 
both zero implies that phi # crh, for all /A, 0 E R’ not both zero. To see this, 
suppose that ph, = oh, for some k, B E R. Then pcf + pg = ,uhl = ah, = 
df + opg, so that (plc - Cm) f = (op - ,UC) g. Now by hypothesis, 
PIC-~~= ap -pn=O. Since z>O we have up/a=p, and hence 
o(~p/n--A) =O. But since ICY < nil, we have a=O. Thus p =O, and the 
claim is proved. Finally, by Separation (3.2) we cannot have h, 4 hZ. This 
completes the proof. 1 
In addition to these results we also need the following. See Lemma 3 of 
Section 8.2 of Cl33 or Corollary 3.1.20 of [21] for a proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let f E R[x] be real-rooted, say f(x) = Cj”=, yj~‘, 
with y,#Oandy,fO. Then,for l<j<:d--1, 
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4. STURM SEQUENCES 
We require a more general definition of Sturm sequence than has 
heretofore been used, and so we develop the necessary results in this sec- 
tion. We should remark that Sturm sequences are related to Descarte’s 
Rule of Signs, cE [ 141 or Part 5 of [ 163, and have been used to prove 
several results on real-rooted polynomials, as in [ 13, 15, 17). 
DEFINITION 4.1. A sequence of polynomials {f, >t in cW[x] is called a 
(generalized) Sturm sequence if and only if the following four conditions 
hold. 
(a) For all n = 0, . . . . N, f, is standard and nonzero. 
(b) Let & = deg f, for all n = 0, . . . . N. Then do = 0, and Id, - d,, I 1 
< 1 for all n = 1, . . . . N. 
(c) There is a sequence E, , . . . . E,,,- 1, in which each E, = + 1, such that 
for all 5 E Iw and n = 1, . . . . N- 1, if f,(t)=0 then ~,f,.-,(t) fn+l(l)>O. 
Given the sequences (d,} and (Ed} from conditions (b) and (c) define the 
sequence {S,,} recursively by 6, = + 1 and Ed = - 1 and for all n = 1, . . . . N, 
i 
+l if d,, > d, - , , 
6,= -&-,E,m-, if d,, = d,, - , , 
-1 if d, < d,, -~ , . 
(d) For all n = 0, . . . . N- 1, if d,,, , > d, then E, = -6,, and if 
d n+l cd,, then ~,=6,,. 
The classical notion of a Sturm sequence if,}: corresponds to the case 
in which the degrees {d,): are given by d, = n, and consequently 6, = + 1 
and E, = - 1 for all n = 0, . . . . N - 1. Pblya, on page 322 of [ 151, attributes 
the following theorem to de Gua [ 10) in 1741, in the case that {f,,): is the 
classical Sturm sequence constructed for some polynomial f c R[x] of 
degree N. 
We will say that two real-rooted polynomials f, gE lw[x] are r&ted, 
denoted by f = g, if and only if one of the following holds: .f + g, g $f; 
.ftg, or gtf. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (f,}: b e a Sturm sequence of polynomials in R[x]. 
Then for n = 1, . . . . N, f,, is real-rooted, gcd(f+, , f,) = 1, and fn- , - Jn. 
Furthermore, if deg f,, > 0 then the sign off+ , evaluated at the largest root 
sff, is 6,. 
ProoJ: The statement that gcd(f,_ , , f,) = 1 is clear from part (c) of 
Definition 4.1. We prove the rest of the result by induction on the index n. 
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Let m be the first index for which deg f, > 0; then f. < . . .g f, ~ 1 f f,, 
and 6, = +l. This gives the basis of induction. Suppose that we have 
shown that f, is real-rooted, that f,- 1 -f,, and that (if d,, > 0) the sign of 
f,, _ i at the largest root off, is 6,, for some n = 1, . . . . N - 1. We now show 
that .L+, is real-rooted, that f, N f, + 1, and that (if d, + I > 0) the sign of 
f, at the largest root off, + , is 6, +, . The result then follows by induction. 
Let the roots off, be (I ,< 9.. <Cd (here d=dJ. Since gcd(f,-l,f,)= 1 
and fn _ 1 h fn, these roots are in fact distinct: <I < . . . < td. Since f, _ i N fn 
and J,fn-1(5d)>0, we have (-l)d-idnfn-,(<i)>O for 1 died. By part 
(c) of Definition4.1, this implies that (-1)d-i6,~nfn+,(~i)>0 for 
1 < i < d. Thus, by the Intermediate Value Theorem f, + 1 has a root in each 
of the d- 1 intervals ([i, tifl) for 1 <i<d- 1. 
If deaf,+, = d- 1 then this implies that f,, , is real-rooted and that 
f, + , 7 f,. Also, if d- 1 > 0 then f, is negative at the largest root of f, + , , 
which is consistent with 6, + , = -1. The condition that E, = 6, is required 
so that fn + l(<d) > 0, i.e., so that f, + 1 is standard. 
Now suppose that deg f, + 1 = d. Again, f, + i is real-rooted. If I~,,E,, = - 1 
then since f,, 1 is standard and f, + l(cd) < 0, f, + , has one root in the 
interval (&,, + co ); hence f, 4 f, + r and 6, + i = + 1, consistent with f, being 
positive at the largest root of f, + I. In the other case, d,,s,, = + 1 and f, + 1 
has one root in the interval (-cc,tr); thus f,,+lGfn and Bnfl=-1, 
consistent with f, being negative at the largest root of f, + , . 
Finally, consider the case in which deg f,, , = d+ 1. Since E, = -6, by 
condition (d) of Definition 4.1 we have f,, i(5,) < 0. Consequently, since 
f n+ t is standard it has a root in the interval (td, +co). The remaining root 
off,, 1 must be in the interval (-co, lr). (Consider the sign off,, 1 at the 
roots of f,.) Therefore fn If,, , and f,, is positive at the largest root of 
f n + , , consistent with 6,+, = +l. This finishes the induction step, and 
completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let (f”}; b e a Sturm sequence, and let (d,}, (E”}, 
and {S,} be the sequences associated with { fn} in Definition 4.1. For all 
n = 1, . . . . N, the precise way in which f, _ 1 and f, are related is 
fn-1 tfn if 4-l cd,, 
L-l efn if d,-, =d, and6,= +l, 
fnefn-1 if dnpl=d,, and6,= -1, 
f" tfn-1 if d,-, >d,,. 
Proof: This follows immediately from Theorem 4.2. fl 
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5. THE Box LEMMA 
In this section we continue to develop properties of the relation f@ g for 
polynomials f, gE R[x]. The main result of this section, Theorem 5.4, 
relates the root-alternation properties of four [cr, j]-rooted polynomials 
and is the sine qua non of our proof of Theorem 0.3. 
We begin with a preparatory lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let f, gE R[x] and [E R be such that f(c) = 0 and 
g(r) # 0, and denote by m the multiplicity of [ as a root off Then there 
exist E >O and 6 > 0 such that q = f + 6g has exactly m roots in the disc 
lI,:(l)={z~C: Iz-~I<E}, but at most two realrootsin the interval([-c, 
5 + El. 
Proof. Let E > 0. Using Landau’s “big 0” notation as E -+ O+, for 
ZEB,(~) we have f(z)=ct(~-~)*+O(~~+~) and g(z)=o+O(e), where 
CI #O and fl#O. Thus, let 6 = lc&‘I(~/2)~, and put q=.f+ 6g. We have 
q(z) = a(z - 4)” + na(~/2)~ + O(E”‘+~), where rl= sgn c&l. Hence, the 
roots z of q in B,(t) satisfy z=~+(-~)““(E/~)~~+O(E’*“~‘) for 
k = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1, where [ is any primitive mth root of unity. Taking E > 0 
small enough so that the modulus of the last term is less than (c/2) 
sin(n/m) suffices to prove the claim. i 
For a nonzero polynomial f~ R[x] and y E R, let Z(f, y) denote the 
number of real roots 5 of f (counted with multiplicities) such that y < 4. 
For two nonzero polynomials f, g E R[x] and y E R, let d(f, g, 1’) = 
w”7Y)-m~Y). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let f, gE l%[x] be standard, real-rooted, with deg f’= 
deg g. The following are equivalent: 
(a) For all A, p Z 0, Af + pg is real-rooted. 
(b) There exists nonzero h E R[x] such that h 4 f and h <g. 
Furthermore, when f and g are nonzero these are equivalent to 
(~1 ForallyER Id(f,g,r)lal, 
Proof The statement is trivial if either f or g is zero, so consider only 
the case f #O and g#O. 
(c) implies (b). Firstly, we claim that it suffices to consider the case 
in which gcd(f, g) = 1. To see this, suppose that this case is known, and 
consider general (nonzero) f and g. Put p=gcd(S, g), f* = f/p, and 
g* = g/p. Then d(f *, g*, y) = d(f, g, y) for all y E if& Thus, assuming (c), 
we have Id(f*, g*, y)l Q 1 for all y E 08, and gcd(f*, g*) = 1, so by our 
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assumption that this case is known, there exists a nonzero h* such that 
h* 6 f * and h* 4 g*. Setting h =ph* and using Stability (3.4) we find a 
nonzero h such that h 4 f and h <g, as was to be shown. 
Now we must show that (c) implies (b) when gcd(f, g) = 1. Condition 
(c) and the fact that f and g have no common roots imply that every root 
off and of g has multiplicity at most 2. Let 2 denote the set of those y E R 
such that d(f; g, y) = 0, and adjoin + cc to Z. Then Z is a disjoint union 
of finitely many intervals (a,, pi], for i = 0, . . . . e, say, where e < deg f= 
deg g = d. We may choose to index the intervals so that PO = +cc. Now let 
vi E (a,, pi) for i = 1, . . . . e (but not for i = 0), and let qe+ {, . . . . qd be all 
the double roots of f and of g, each counted only once. Putting 
h=nf=‘=, (x-vi) we have h4Sand h<g. 
(b) implies (a). This follows immediately from Convexity (3.5). 
(a) implies (c). As above, it suffices to consider the case in which 
gcd(f; g) = 1. For suppose that this case is known, and consider general 
(nonzero) f and g. As above, let p = gcd(f, g), f * = f/p, and g* = g/p. For 
all 2, p > 0, Lf * +pg* divides lf +pg, so is real-rooted by (a). Since 
gcd(f*, g*) = 1 we conclude that ld(f*, g*, y)) < 1 for all YE R, by our 
assumption that this case is known. But d(f, g, y) = d(f *, g*, y) for all 
y E R, so (c) holds, as was to be shown. 
It remains to show that (a) implies (c) when gcd(f, g) = 1. Let the roots 
offbe t,< ... 6 td and let the roots of g be 6, d ... < ed, and assume 
that (a) holds. 
Claim 1. Neither f nor g has a root of multiplicity greater than two. 
For if l is an m-tuple root of f, say, with m > 2, then since gcd(f, g) = 1 
we have g(t) # 0, and Lemma 5.1 implies that f + Sg has non-real roots for 
some 6 > 0, which contradicts (a). Hence both f and g have at most double 
roots. 
Claim 2. If r is a double root of f then gD*f(<) < 0. Otherwise, if 
gD*f(e) > 0 then the argument of Lemma 5.1 shows that as E -+ O+ the 
roots z of q = f + Sg in B,(r) satisfy z = 5 f i(e/2) + O(E’ + ““). Thus we can 
find f + 6g with non-real roots and 6 > 0, contradicting (a). Similarly, if 8 
is a double root of g then fD*g(fl) < 0. 
Claim 3. If distinct consecutive roots ti < ti+, off have no root of g 
between them then fg > 0 on the interval (ti, ti+, ). Otherwise, if fg c 0 on 
(tip ti+l) then put p = max{ If(yYdy)l : Y E (ti, ti+ ,I>, and note that 
0 < p < co. Now for all 0 < 6 <p, f+ 6g has exactly two real roots in the 
interval ( ei, ti+, ), and q = f + pg has a double root ye in this interval. 
Furthermore, gD*q(q) > 0, and the argument of Claim 2 shows that for suf- 
ficiently small 6 > 0, q + Sg = f -t- (,u + 6) g has non-real roots, contradicting 
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(a). Similarly, if distinct consecutive roots 8; < ei+, of g have no root off 
between them then fg > 0 on (Si, B;+ ,). 
Claim 4. No three consecutive roots of f are consecutive roots of fg. 
For suppose that ej<~j~5j+,~5j+2<ei+,. By Claiml, [,, tj+,, and 
s’ , + z are not all equal. But they are not all distinct, for then f changes sign 
at ii,+, and Claim 3 is violated on either (tj, t,,,) or ([,+1, {,+*). Thus 
exactly one pair of tj, 5 j+ 1, tj+ 2 is equal. We consider the case 
t,=t,+I<5j+Z3 the other case being similar. By Claim 3, fg > 0 on 
(5 , + I , 5, + 2), but this implies that gD2f (5 i) > 0, contradicting Claim 2. 
Similarly, no three consecutive roots of g are consecutive roots of ,fg. 
Now, to finish the proof of the theorem suppose that (c) fails 
to hold, and let 5,~ ... cc,,, be the distinct roots of fg. Let 
q = sup{y E R! : IA(f, g, y)I >, 2). Then r~ = ck for some k = 1, . . . . m, and we 
may assume that q is a root off and not of g. 
If q = ik is a double root off then k < m, for if k = m then gD*f(q) > 0, 
contradicting Claim 2. Now if ck+, is a root of f then this contradicts 
Claim 4, so that ik +, is a root of g. By our choice of ‘1, d(f, g, [i + , ) is 
either 0 or -1. But since d(f,g,q)=2+d(f,g,[,+,) we must have 
AU g, i/c+, ) = 0. This implies that fg > 0 on (q, ik+ ,), and that 
gD’f(q) > 0, contradicting Claim 2. Hence q is not a double root of ,J 
If 7 = ik is a simple root off then Id(J g, q)I >, 2 implies that k <m and 
thatd(f;g,?)=1+d(f,g,5,+,)=2.Henced(,f,g,i,+,)=l,sothati,+, 
is not a root of g, by our choice of q. Now ik + L is not a double root of 
.f, by Claim 4, so that ik+, is a simple root of A and since d(f, g, ik + I ) = I 
we have .fg < 0 on (II, ik + ,). But this contradicts Claim 3, so q is not a 
simple root off: 
By Claim 1 these are the only cases which can occur, so these contra- 
dictions suffice to show that (c) holds. The theorem is proved. I 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let f, gE R[x] be standard, [cc, /?I-rooted, with 
deg ,f = deg g. The following are equivalent: 
(a) For all I, ~20, both Af+pg and A(x-a)g+p(x-b)f are 
real-rooted. 
(b) f alternates left of g. 
Proof. The statement is trivial if either f or g is nonzero, so consider 
only the case f # 0 and g # 0. 
(a) implies (b). By Theorem 5.2 there exist nonzero h,, hZE R[x] 
such that h, ef and h, $g and h26 (x-c1)g and h,< (x-/?),fi Let q 
denote the smallest root of h,, and put h, = hJ(.x - r). Then h, $ g and 
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f 4 h,. Since h, <<f << h, <<g and h, <g we deduce that f 6 g by Weak 
Transitivity (3.3). 
(b) implies (a). Since f < g, Interpolation (3.6) implies that f G ;If + 
pg 4 g for all 1, p > 0. Also, f$ g and Reversal (3.1) imply that (x - a) g 6 
(x - p)f, so that Interpolation (3.6) also implies that (X-LX) g << 
1(x--cx)g+p(x-B)f<(x-P)ffor all A, p>O. I 
THEOREM 5.4 (Box Lemma). Let h, gj E R[x] be standard, [a, /?I- 
rooted, and such that fi << gi for i= 1,2, and fi <fi and g, <<g,. That is, we 
have the “Box diagram,” 
Consider the following two conditions on the diagram: 
(a) For all K, z>O, 
and 
(b) For all /2, p>O, 
;Ifi + Pgl 4 Jlf2 + Pg2 
and 
4x -a) g, + Pb - B)fi < ax - @) g2 + P(X - P)fi. 
These two conditions are equivalent. 
ProojI By symmetry of the diagram and the conditions it s&ices to 
prove that (a) implies (b); the argument for (b) implies (a) is just the same 
(after transposing the diagram). 
Fix any 1, p 2 0 and firstly put hi = & + pg, for i = 1,2. Then h, and h2 
are [cr, /?I-rooted, by Interpolation (3.6). To check that hl $ h, we use 
Corollary 5.3. For any rc, x 20 we have Khl + xh2 = I(rcfi + nf2) + 
p(‘cg, + 7tg2). By the first part of the hypothesis (a) and Interpolation (3.6) 
xhl + d, is real-rooted. We also have X(X-- LX) h, + x(x- /?) h, = 
I(K(x - a)f2 + n(x - B)fi) + p(lc(x - a) g, + 4x - P)gl), so that the 
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second part of the hypothesis (a) and Interpolation (3.6) imply that 
K(X - a) h, + 71(x - fl) h, is real-rooted. Finally, Corollary 5.3 implies that 
h, 6 h,. 
Now, for the second clause, put hi = A(x - LX) g, + p(x - p)f, for i= 1,2. 
The verification that h, 4 h, proceeds just as in the previous case, and so 
we omit it. 1 
6. ECHELONS OF POLYNOMIALS 
We formalize the structure we require in the definition of an echelon of 
polynomials. Then we give a nontrivial example of an echelon (Theorem 
6.6) and a construction of new echelons out of old ones (Theorem 6.8). 
Together, these suffice to prove Theorem 0.3. To define an echelon of 
polynomials we need some preliminary language. 
Let f = (fn} be a Z-indexed sequence of polynomials in R[x]; that is 
fe R[x]“, where W[x]” is regarded as a R[x]-module. We will use the 
notation f In for the nth entry of f. 
For any interval 1 of R, we say that f is I-rooted (respectively, standard) 
if and only if f In is I-rooted (respectively, standard) for all n E Z. Given two 
sequences f, g E R[x]“, we say that f alternates kf? of g and write f < g if 
and only if f l,,$g I,, for all FEZ. 
The shift operator s: R[x]” -tR[x]” is defined by sf I,,=f I,, -,, and is 
clearly R[x]-linear and invertible. Fix a -C ,4 in R. An elementary [cc, p]- 
mix is an operator of the form s-i, called type 0, of the form is + p, called 
type I, or of the form ,4(x - c() + p(x - p)s, called type II, where E,, p > 0. 
Clearly, elementary [a, /?I-mixes commute. A compound [a, PI-mix is any 
finite product of elementary [a, PI-mixes. A compound [u, PI-mix is of 
fype 0, I, or II when all of the elementary [a, fl]-mixes which divide it are 
of the appropriate type. (This makes sense because R[x, s] is a unique 
factorization domain.) 
DEFINITION 6.1. A sequence of polynomials f E R[x]” is an [cr, ,9]- 
echelon if and only if for every compound [cc, PI-mix M, the sequence Mf is 
standard, [cc, p]-rooted, and sMf -@ Mf. 
In particular, taking M = 1 to be the identity [a, PI-mix in this definition, 
we see that an [a, PI-echelon f is standard, [IX, fl]-rooted, and satisfies 
f I,?~-, G f In for all n E Z. 
PROPOSITION 6.2 (Persistance). Let f be an [a, /?I-echelon and let M he 
any compound [a, /3]-mix. Then Mf is an [a, j?]-echelon. 
Proof: This is immediate from Definition 6.1. 1 
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We now state the consequences of the properties off 4 g which will be 
most useful for our purposes. They all follow directly from the corre- 
spondingly named results of Sections 3 and 5, so their proofs are omitted. 
PROPOSITION 6.3 (Interpolation). Let fE R[x]” be standard, [a, a]- 
rooted, and such that sf < f, and let K be an elementary [a, /II-mix. 
(a) Z~K is oftype Z then sf@Kfgf. 
(b) Z~K is oftype ZZthen (x-ct)fercfe(x-/l)sf. 
PROPOSITION 6.4 (Monotonicity). Let f E R[x]” be standard, [cc, /I]- 
rooted, and such that sf 4 f, and let K, L be elementary [a, p]-mixes such 
that either 
(a) K=rcs+rr and L=,&+p, or 
(b) K=K(x-a)+z(x-fi)s and L=;l(,x-a)+p(x-jl)s. 
Under either of these conditions, if up > ~2 then Kf 4 Lf. 
PROPOSITION 6.5 (Box Lemma). Let f, ge R[x]” be standard, [a, /?I- 
rooted, with sf + f, sg 6 g, and f -+ g. That is, we have the “Box” diagram, 
sf Q-f 
I 
< 
I 
4 
sg Ag 
For any A, p > 0, put h = IZf + pg. It follows that if Nf < Ng for every elemen- 
tary [a, PI-mix N, then sh 4 h. 
We now establish the basis of induction for our proof Theorem 0.3. 
The fundamental echelon is the sequence eE R[x]” given by 
e= {b,. : n E Z > where 6 is the Kronecker delta function. That is, 
( 
1 
eln= o 
if n =O, 
if n # 0. 
Theorem 6.6 justifies this terminology. 
THEOREM 6.6. For any interval [a, p], e is an [a, /?I-echelon. 
Proof: We must verify Definition 6.1 for e, for all compound [a, B]- 
mixes M. Let M be any compound [a, PI-mix; then M may be factored as 
M = s-'KL where r E N, K is of type I, and L is of type II. Clearly, Me iS 
standard. Without loss of generality we may assume that r=O. It is also 
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not hard to see that we need only consider the case in which for every 
elementary [cl, PI-mix dividing M, these being of the forms is + p and 
J-(x - &) + p(x - p)s, we have Ap > 0. (Those terms with ip = 0 are easily 
dealt with.) Multiplying by suitable real scalars we thus have M = KL where 
K = nf= 1 (s + K~) and L = n:= r (Aj(x - ~1) + (x - p)s) satisfy K~ > 0 and 
A, > 0 for all i, j. 
Now let f,, = Me 1 n for n E Z, and consider the generating function F(x, y ) 
defined by F(x, y) = Cnee f,(x) y”. In fact f, = 0 for n not in the range 
0 < n < k + /, so that F(x, y ) E R[x, y] is a polynomial of degree k + I in y. 
By the forms of K, L, and e, we have 
k+l 
F(xt I’)= 1 fn( x y”= fi (y+rc,). fi (ij(x-a)+(x-fl)y). 1 
,I = 0 i=l ;= 1 
Consequently, for every 4 E R, the polynomial F(c, y) E R[y] is real-rooted. 
Furthermore, for 5 #cz we have F(t, 0) #O, and for 5 #/3 we have 
deg F(5, y) = k + 1. By Proposition 3.8 we have 
fn(5)*-fn-,(~)fn+1(5)>o (1) 
for alln=l,..., k+l-1 and PER, (#cc, [#I. 
We would like to use the concept of Sturm sequences developed in Sec- 
tion4 to show that fO<<f,<< . . . <fk+!, i.e., that sMe < Me. Unfortunately 
some care is required since the sequence {f,}“,+ ’ satisfies neither condition 
(b) of Definition 4.1, nor condition (c) at the points 5 = CI and t = 8. 
For 0 6 n < 1 the multiplicity of c1 as a root of f,, is 1- n, and f,(a) # 0 
for n b 1. For k d n d k + 1 the multiplicity of B as a root off, is n -k, and 
f,,(p) # 0 for n < k. Thus we may define a sequence of polynomials { g, j”, + ’ 
as follows. There are two cases. If Zg k then 
if Odn<l, 
if 1 <n < k, 
if kdndk+l. 
If k < 1 then 
fnl(x-a)l-n if Odn<k, 
fn/(x-a)‘-n(~-fl)“mk if k<n<l, 
fnl(x-P)“-k if l<n<k+-I. 
Note that in either case we have g,(a) # 0 and g,(B) #O for all 
0 < n d k + 1. We now claim that in either case (g,,}kg+’ is in fact a Sturm 
sequence. 
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Surely all the polynomials g, are standard and nonzero, so condition (a) 
of Definition 4.1 is satisfied. Furthermore, from the construction and the 
inequalities (1) above, one sees that in either case the sequence {Ed} 
associated to {g,} as in part (c) of Definition 4.1 exists and is given by 
if O<n,<k-1, 
if n = k, 
if k+l<n<k+l. 
Consider the first case, I < k. Writing d,, = deg g, for 0 < n < k + I we have 
if O<n<l, 
if I+l<n<k, 
if k+l<ngk+l. 
These degrees {d,) clearly satisfy condition (b) of Definition 4.1. The 
sequence (6,) constructed from (d,} and (Ed} is thus 
if 0 Q n < 1, 
if I+ 1 dnik, 
if k+l<n<k+Z. 
Evidently this (d,), {6,j, and {&,,I satisfy condition (d) of Definition 4.1. 
Hence (g,} is a Sturm sequence. By Theorem 4.2 and its corollary we 
deduce that g,tg, j-... tg,<gl+,<< ... -3g, and that gk+ltgk+,-l t... 
t g,. Consequently f0 G f, & . . . 4 fk+,, which is to say that sMe -+ Me, as 
was to be shown. 
The second case, k < Z, proceeds by an argument which is completely 
analogous to that of the first case, and so we omit it. 
So far we have seen that Me is standard, real-rooted, and sMe 4 Me. But 
since Me I0 = y(x - CI)’ and Me 1 k + , = y’(x - 8)’ for some y, y’ > 0, it follows 
that Me is actually [cc, PI-rooted. Therefore e is an [a, /.I]-echelon. 1 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let g E R[y] be standard and ( - 00, O]-rooted, say g(y) 
=Ctyny”. Then the sequences g= {y,>t and h= {y,(x-a)"-"(x-/?)"}t 
are [a, /?I-echelons, for any interval [a, /?I. 
Proof: We have g=g(s)e, and the hypothesis implies that g(s) is 
a compound [a, PI-mix of type I. Also, h = Me where M = (x- CI)~ 
g((x- r?)s/(x- tl)), and the hypothesis implies that M is a compound 
[cc, /II-mix of type II. The result now follows from Theorem 6.6 and 
Persistance (6.2). 1 
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We now prove a theorem which enables us to construct many [a, fl]- 
echelons inductively, beginning with the fundamental echelon e, and use it 
to prove Theorem 0.3. Other constructions are discussed in [21]. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let f be an [a, /I?]-echelon, and let K = KS + 71 and 
L = is + p be elementary mixes of type I, such that up > n,I. Then for all ~1, 
a>,@ 
g = /L(X - a) Lf + 0(X - b) Kf 
is an [a, fi]-echelon. 
Proof. We must verify Definition 6.1 for g for all compound [rx, /I]- 
mixes M. But notice that 
Mg = /A( X - a) LMf + a(~ - 8) KMf 
and that by Persistance (6.2), Mf is an [a, /I]-echelon. Thus it suffices to 
verify Definition 6.1 for g when M = 1 is the identity [a, PI-mix. 
It is clear that g is standard. By Interpolation (6.3) and Monotonicity 
(6.4) we know that sf $ Kf 4 Lf $ f. Therefore (X - a) Lf 4 (X - b) Kf, and so 
by Interpolation (6.3) again, g is [a, fl]-rooted. It remains only to show 
that sg$g, 
Since (x - a) Lf < (x - /I) Kf, this gives the Box diagram 
s(x -a) Lf 
* 
+ (-u-a) Lf 
I 
d 
I 
4 
s-(x - /!I) Kf a (x-/Y) Kf 
Also, for every elementary [a, PI-mix N, Nf is an [a, P]-echelon, and 
Monotonicity (6.4) implies that KNf < LNf. Therefore, N(X - a) Lf < 
N(x - 8) Kf, SO that the hypothesis of the Box Lemma (6.5) is satisfied; 
hence sg % g. 1 
At last we are in a position to prove Theorem 0.3. In fact, it is a direct 
corollary of Theorem 6.10 below. 
For f, g E R[x] let f + g E R[x J” be the sequence of polynomials 
defined by f + g Jn = f 0 n g. We call f + g the sequence of shifted 
diamond products of f and g. The next lemma follows immediately from 
Proposition 2.9. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let f, g E R[x] and let 5, 8 E R. Then 
s((x+t)f +g)=(x+1)(5s+I)(f +g)+(l-tS)Jcs(f +g) 
and 
f l (X+e)g=8(x+I)(f~g)+x(s+(1--B))(f~g). 
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THEOREM 6.10. If f, g E R[x] are standard and [ - 1, O]-rooted then 
f + g is a [ - 1, O]-echelon. 
Proof: If either f or g is zero, then f + g= 0, so there is nothing to 
prove. In the, case f # 0 and g # 0 we proceed by induction on 
d = deg f-t deg g. Without loss of generality we may assume that f and g 
are manic. For the basis of induction, d= 0, we have 1 + 1 = e. That this 
is a [ - 1, O]-echelon follows from Theorem 6.6. 
Now suppose that f + g is a [ - 1, O]-echelon, and let 0 6 5 < 1 and 
0~8~1. Weshow that both (x+r)f+ gandf+ (x+@gare [--l,O]- 
echelons; the result then follows by induction. By Lemma 6.9 we have 
S((x+t)f+ g)=(X+l)L(f+ g)+(l-t)XK(f+gh 
where L = 5s + 1 and K = s. Since 1 .l> 0. <, Theorem 6.8 implies that 
s(x + 0 f + g is a [ - 1, O]-echelon. Consequently, (x+ r) f + g is a 
[ - 1, O]-echelon as well. Similarly, from Lemma 6.9 we have 
f+ (X+e)g=B(x+l)L(f~g)+XK(f~g), 
where~=1andK=S+(1-~).Since1~1~(l-8)~O,Theorem6.8implies 
that f +(x + 0) g is a [ - 1, O]-echelon. This completes the induction step, 
and the proof. 1 
Theorem 0.3 now follows directly from Theorem 6.10 since f V g= 
f +g I,, and f V g is R-bilinear. This completes the proof of Theorems 0.1, 
0.2. and 0.3. 
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